Al>stract: This study deals with a mbus[ pitch detection in noisy emironmen(. Hamtc>nicwavele[ transform using signal specific analyzing wavelet is used to obtain a pit& where noise exists. As the result, a ratio of pitch detection is improved by the proposed method compared with a general wavelet transform using Gahor function. The n~axi-mum difference between two methods is 48% at SNR of -5dB,
INTRODUCTION
An algorithm for robust and precise pitch deteclion is expec[cd for many signal cnhanccmcn{ systems in composite sound source condition. In those studies, increasing error of estimated pitch agains[ lrtte pilch grows down a total performance of system so much. In our previous study, one of speech enhancement systems in multiple speaker condition was proposed [1] , and that sys[em had the same ehitracteristics. The system was comptrscd of three bIocks; spectrum analyzer, pitch trackers, and adaptive filter banks. Since the system deals with speech, pitch estimation block makes use of info~itlioa of both frequency and power of harmonic components. And the information of hurmooics was given by spectrum analyzer based on Fas[ Fourier Trat~sform(FFT). Although FFT is very useful to analyze a signal, lime and frequency resolution is not sufficient to improve the quality of enhanced speech. Wavelet transform is one of useful lmnsforrns to obtain a precise pitch because the frequency resolution in lower range is better than that of FFT. And the restriction for the analyzing wavelet is only the ntftnissibility condition, so the characteristics of wavelet transform can be chattgcd with case. This flexibility and erficient analysis for speech is focused on for substitution of FFT as spcctmm analyzer. Let the analyzing wavelet assume to have characteristics of targel speech, peak of power al a pi[ch frequency is aculeitlc in spectrogram because power of harmonic components is summed up. This analyzing wavcle( which has characteristics of a largct signal is called signal specific analyzing wavelet hereafter. Although this idea @ves robustness for pi[ch delection, information of both amplitude and phase for harmonic components ;ippcars as ripple of power along litne axis. This phenomenon tnakcs pitch tracking difficult when this method is applied to the system of the previous study. For solving ibis problem and obtaining mtrrc precise pitch, modified wnvelct fritnsform using signal specific analyzing wavelet is proposed as harmonic wavelet [riinsform.
THEORY
In this section, harmonic wavcle~lransforrn is derived. An otdinary continuous wavelct transfortn is dclined <as, (1) where the parameter l) and l/a are corresponding to litnc and frequency, rcspec~ivcly. Also~(.t) is anulysis signal, and v(.Y) is analyzing wavelet. Gertcrally, a fttnclion which is derived from mathetntitical approach, such as Gilbor, is used as [he analyzing wavelet. And the analyzing wavelet performs as a band pass filter. Thus power of a target signal at one frequency is intcrfcrctf by powers of other signals iit the satne frequency, so nculcatc peak of power at pitch freqttcncy cannot be observed. Signal specific analyzing wavclct which has a charac[eristies of a targcl signal is used to obtain aculeafe peak of power. Signal spcciftc analy~,ing wavelel is constructed by following two steps; a continuous signal is tnade by using a series of a fundamental period of litrgct signal, ilttd the continuous signal is weighted by hamming window function. Length of wind(w function depends on the uncertainty principle. Equation ( 1) is modified to adopt this specific signal to analyzing wavelc[ as followiag. Let us assume a function g(a,ll, X) as a part of Eq.(1) as lhc following; (2) Thus Eq.(1 ) can be represeoled as the following;
W(}), a) = J-g(a,l),.[)f(.r)dx . (3) -
The parameter b and l/a mean lime and frequcrrcy, rcspcctivcly, so Eq.( 1) can be cxprcsscd with replacing both parnmctcrs 10 lime p<arameler / and frequency paramclerf
The signal specific analyzing wavclet is applied (o g J,/, r). Spline function is used (t) vary analysis frequency i j. Although wavc]ct transform can he pcrforrncd by q. (3), a ripple of power along [bc [ime axis occurs in case lhal a general wnvelel lraasform is performed when [hc signal specific analyzing wavelel is usc{i as analyzing wavclc(. The reason of this phenomenon is tha[ fhc analyzing wavelet has in forma[iorr of bo(h amplitude :ind phase for harmonic components [2] . This phenomenon makes pi[ch [racking difficult when the power is taken into account to track a pitch. For solving this problem, harmonic wavelc[ [ransform is defined as following; (4) where T is a period of analysis frequency.
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments ,arc performed to examine whether harmonic wavelct lransform is more robus[ againsl noise than a general wavelct transform. This means whether [he proposed method is adequa[c for annlyzer module for our previous speech enhancement system or not. Thus the undcnncn[ioned thresholds arc more strict lhan lhal of FFT. In this experiment, ratio of pilch detection is used as index of robus[ncss. The cxpcrimcnt of pitch detection is performed in concurrent situation. Vowels (/a/, /i/,/ u/, /c/, /o/) ut[ered by 10 females and 10 males are used as a target signal, respectively. And the other signal is a band limited noise where the r;inge of frequency is set (o overlap around the pitch frequency of a target signal. The SNR is calculated by power of overlapped frequency band. Sampling frequency is 10kHz, and an evaluated dura[ion of utterance is 100ms. A pitch obtained by Gabor at SNR of~dB is used as a cn[erion to judge whether "dc[ecled" or not. A parameter o which corresponds to quality factor of filter is SC1to 4. The "de[eclcd.' is definctf so Ihat the absolute frequency ttiffercncc between a cri[crion pitch and the frequency located where lhe peak of power exists is Icss than 3Hz. This [hrcshold is less than a resolution of frequency for spectrum analyzer based on FFT. Table  1 shows (I1cresults of the maximum and minimum difference in all VOWCIS when SNR is varied from -5dB to 5dB with 5dB step. The maximum difference was 48.0% at SNR of -5dB. However, ratio oblained by Gabor is 
